The Delta onion set planter has been continuously developed from the original highly successful design in the 1980s. It is now the market leader, selling worldwide.

A simple but effective design and robust build with minimal moving parts gives the Delta planter exceptional longevity - many original models are still working as new!

Fully adjustable row spacing and variable speed land-wheel driven table belt with a counter-rotating brush ensures optimal precision with all set sizes and conditions.

Special coulters mounted on a pivoting parallelogram and off-set covering discs with optional press wheels give consistent planting depths and optimal soil contact.

**Reliable and adjustable - the No. 1 set planter!**

- Simple robust design!
- Highly reliable!
- Uniform set planting!
- Optimal crop returns!
- Made to your specification!

**Optional Specifications:**
- Any machine size or row configuration can be made
- Monoflex press wheels
- Hydraulic row markers
- Camera and/or weighing system
- Road lights, tarpaulins etc...
● Made to fit any wheel centre / row spacing configuration
● Suitable for both beds and flat
● Simple and effective design
● Robust yet light construction
● Centre of gravity near tractor for stability
● Low maintenance; high reliability

● Adjustable hopper gates
● Hydraulic shaker table
● Land-wheel drive to table belt with up to 6 speeds available
● Counter-rotating brush provide uniform set distribution
● Belt drive can be disengaged to cover sets at the end of the bed

● Adjustable row spacing / position
● Coulters mounted on pivoting parallelogram with land wheels
● Minimal blockage coulters
● Off-set covering discs for free flow of clod and trash
● Optional press wheels
● Many more options - please ask!

Available to buy or hire from the official UK agents
Please contact us for further details
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